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Abstract: The shape encoding of geospatial objects is a key problem in the fields of cartography
and geoscience. Although traditional geometric-based methods have made great progress, deep
learning techniques offer a development opportunity for this classical problem. In this study, a
shape encoding framework based on a deep encoder–decoder architecture was proposed, and three
different methods for encoding planar geospatial shapes, namely GraphNet, SeqNet, and PixelNet
methods, were constructed based on raster-based, graph-based, and sequence-based modeling for
shape. The three methods were compared with the existing deep learning-based shape encoding
method and two traditional geometric methods. Quantitative evaluation and visual inspection
led to the following conclusions: (1) The deep encoder–decoder methods can effectively compute
shape features and obtain meaningful shape coding to support the shape measure and retrieval task.
(2) Compared with the traditional Fourier transform and turning function methods, the deep encoder–
decoder methods showed certain advantages. (3) Compared with the SeqNet and PixelNet methods,
GraphNet performed better due to the use of a graph to model the topological relations between
nodes and efficient graph convolution and pooling operations to process the node features.

Keywords: shape encoding; encoder–decoder; deep learning; shape similarity; shape retrieval

1. Introduction

Shape is a basic property for expressing spatial objects and conveying spatial phe-
nomena. Shape representation and encoding has always been one of the fundamental
problems in the fields of geoscience and computer science, and it plays a critical role in
many applications, including spatial cognition [1–3], map generalization [4–6], spatial
pattern recognition [7,8], and shape matching and retrieval [9–11]. From a cognitive per-
spective, shape can be understood as a kind of visual structural feature perceived by an
object or phenomenon itself [12]. However, structural features are very difficult to define
formally, and they are comprehensively reflected in the interactions and composition of
many components, such as the inner, boundary, and external environments.

In recent decades, numerous methods for representing shape have been proposed [13,14].
These methods can be roughly divided into three categories: region-based, structure-
based, and boundary-based methods. Region-based methods are mainly achieved through
operations of regional units (e.g., pixels). These operations can be based on a mathematical
morphological framework [15], either density distribution statistics [16] or region-based
two-dimensional transformations (e.g., Fourier descriptors) [17]. The most widely used
structure-based method is the skeleton method [18], which uses the central axis to represent
the overall morphology and topology of the shape. Boundary-based methods are to used
extract descriptive features to represent a shape using its boundary. These features include
the shape context (SC) descriptor calculated by the distributions of boundary points [9],
the turning function (TF) defined by the angle changes along the boundary [19], and the
multi-scale convexity concavity (MCC) [20] and triangle area representation (TAR) [21]
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descriptors measured by local or global concave–convex features. These methods are
dominated by geometrical and statistical measures, with the advantages of intuitiveness
and computational stability, which promote their wide application in shape similarity
measures and shape retrieval. However, these methods lack cognitive mechanisms and
are far from equaling human cognitive abilities. Considering that shapes are extremely
complex and cognitively related, focusing only on the design of geometrical algorithms,
and not on the improvement of deep-seated characterization, is not conducive to shape
representation and cognition.

In recent years, deep learning has profoundly influenced the development of several
disciplines [22]. Through multilayer simple but nonlinear modules, deep learning has a
powerful representation capability for local visual features. These advantages have also
enabled the successful application of deep learning to many cartographic analysis tasks, in-
cluding pattern recognition [7,23], map generalization [24,25], and spatial interpolation [26].
Using deep learning to construct a shape encoding method is a positive and promising
approach that effectively supplements traditional methods. Moreover, deep learning has
been experimentally proven to exhibit a shape bias; that is, an object is preferentially
distinguished by shape rather than color or texture [27]. Some scholars have attempted
to introduce deep learning methods to extract latent features for describing shapes. For
example, Yan et al. [3] proposed a graph auto-encoder (GAE) model for encoding shape
as a one-dimensional feature vector, Liu et al. [28] constructed a deep point convolutional
network using the well-designed TriangleConv operator for recognizing and classifying
building shapes, and Hu et al. [29] proposed a building footprint shape recognition method
based on a relation network with few labeled samples.

However, applying deep learning to shape representation and encoding is still in its
infancy, and many key issues remain unresolved [30,31]. For example, there are several
methods to model a shape and serve as input to learning models, including raster-based,
sequence-based, and graph-based methods. Different modeling methods are fundamentally
different, and they must be processed using different feature computation methods and
learning architectures. In this regard, this study conducted a comparative assessment
of various deep learning methods for shape representation and encoding of geospatial
objects. Specifically, we first proposed a shape encoding framework based on the deep
encoder–decoder architecture. Then, for the raster-based, sequence-based, and graph-
based modeling methods of a shape, we designed three different encoder–decoders and
performed self-supervised learning to obtain one-dimensional encoding for each shape. Fi-
nally, the performance of the shape encoding produced by different methods was compared
from visual and quantitative perspectives.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the shape
encoding framework based on deep learning and constructs three deep encoder–decoders.
Section 3 presents the experimental results of the shape encoding and analyzes them
through visual inspection and quantitative evaluation. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Methodology

The encoder–decoder is a type of unsupervised neural network used to learn efficient
encodings of unlabeled data [22]. It contains five main components: the input, encoder,
code, decoder, and output. The encoder is used to encode the inputs into the code, and the
decoder reconstructs the input from the code. The goal of learning is to make the output as
similar as possible to the input.

The feature computations used in the encoder and decoder differ for different shape
modeling methods. In this study, raster-based, sequence-based, and graph-based methods
for modeling two-dimensional shapes were considered. Correspondingly, three deep
encoder–decoders were built to extract the hidden encoding features for representing the
shapes, as illustrated in Figure 1. The following sections detail the three encoder–decoders.
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Figure 1. Shape encoder–decoders designed for different data modeling of two-dimensional shapes.

2.1. Pixel-Based Shape Coding Model

The method of rasterization is commonly used to work with spatial vector-based data
because regularized organization is better adapted to many algorithms or models [31], such
as the deep convolutional neural networks. Another advantage of this approach is that the
regional characteristics of the shapes are considered.

To obtain a raster-based image for a shape, the differences between the maximum and
minimum values on the horizontal and vertical axes were calculated, and the larger value
was taken as the edge length to obtain a square with the centroid of the shape considered
as the center. This square was appropriately expanded outward (e.g., 10%) to ensure the
integrity of the shape. A suitable grid was then established to rasterize the square. The size
of the grid cells directly affects the clarity of the data content representation. If the cell size
is too large, a serious mosaic phenomenon occurs, which makes it difficult to present the
outline details. If the cell size is too small, the training efficiency of the model is affected.
By considering the clarity of the images and the complexity of the model comprehensively,
the grid size was set at 28 × 28 pixels in this study. Finally, the grid cell is binarized. That
is, when a cell falls within the shape with more than half of the area, the cell is set to black;
otherwise, it is white.

After converting the shape into a raster-based image, the classical encoder–decoder
based on a grid-like topology can be used to extract the latent representation of the shape.
Figure 2 shows the architecture of the pixel-based encoder–decoder (PixelNet) used in this
study for shape encoding.
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The encoder in PixelNet encoded the input 28 × 28 image as a 128-dimensional vector.
It contained three convolutional layers with a kernel size of 3 × 3 and kernel numbers of 3,
18, and 8, respectively. After each convolutional layer, a max-pooling layer with a window
size of k = 2 × 2 and a stride length of s = 2 was connected. The decoder also contained
three convolutional layers with 8, 18, and 3 kernels, respectively. The upsampling, the
opposite of pooled sizing, restored the image to its original size. Finally, a convolutional
layer with feature one was added to ensure that the feature dimension of the output was
consistent with that of the input.

2.2. Sequence-Based Shape Encoding Model

The boundary of a shape is a natural sequence that comprises a series of contiguous
points. Thus, constructing a shape representation and analysis framework based on the
boundary sequence is a promising strategy.

Because the distance between two adjacent nodes on a shape boundary is not identical,
the processing unit is not stationary. To address this issue, the boundary was divided into a
series of consecutive linear units of equal lengths, termed lixels [32], and the midpoints of
the lixels were considered as the sequence nodes. For each sequence node, the horizontal
and vertical differences between the two ends of the associated lixel were used as the two
features to describe it. Finally, a vector, PN×2 = {p1, p2, . . . , pN}, containing N sequence
nodes with two-dimensional features, was constructed to serve as the input for the shape
encoding model. Referring the parameter settings used in the literature [3], N was set to 64.

To process the constructed sequence, a neural network was used to construct an
encoder–decoder. As the classical neural network does not consider the node orders
in sequence, the Seq2seq network (SeqNet) [33], which uses long short-term memory
(LSTM) [34] as the encoder and decoder, was adopted. The architecture is illustrated
in Figure 3.
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The encoder was an LSTM network that received the sequence PN×2 as the input. The
number of neurons in the hidden layer was set to zsize = 128, i.e., the encoding dimension
of the input shape. The Tanh function was used to activate the neurons to ensure that each
value of the output vector ranged from −1 to 1. The computation of each time step in the
loop is as follows:

[hi; ci] = fe(pi, hi−1, ci−1), (1)

where hi and ci denote the output and state values of the LSTM unit, respectively, pi denotes
the input features, and fe(·) denotes the computation of each time step in the encoder. The
output of the last time step is the shape encoding, i.e., z = hT , where T denotes the number
of time steps.
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The decoder consisted of an LSTM network and a fully connected layer. It received
the combination of the intermediate shape encoding and the features pi as input, i.e., the
input was an N × (zsize + 2) matrix. The number of hidden layer neurons was set to zsize
to maintain the same dimension as the state value in the encoder. The Tanh function was
also used as an activation function. The output of the LSTM added a linear fully connected
layer that constrained the dimension of the sequence output to the input dimension to
reconstruct the original sequence. The computation process is as follows:

[Hi; Ci] = fd([pi; z], Hi−1, Ci−1), (2)

p̂i = Wi × Hi + bi, (3)

where Hi and Ci denote the output and state values of the LSTM unit, [pi; z] denotes
the input for the decoder formed by the shape encoding and feature, fd(·) denotes the
computation of each time step in the decoder, Wi and bi are the weights and biases of the
fully connected layer, and p̂i is the feature reconstructed by the model.

The learning goal was to minimize the inputs, PN×2 = {p1, p2, . . . pN} and the outputs,
P̂N×2 = { p̂1, p̂2, . . . , p̂N}, and the difference was measured using the mean square error,
computed as:

L
(

P, P̂
)
=

1
N ∑N

i=1(pi − p̂i)
2. (4)

The decoder was trained through the ‘teacher-forcing’ approach to speed up the
convergence of the model, i.e., each input of the decoder does not use the output of
the previous time step but directly uses the value of the corresponding position in the
training data.

2.3. Graph-Based Shape Autoencoder

Compared with the sequence, the graph can better express the relationship between
nonadjacent nodes. A graph is mathematically denoted as G = (V, E, A), where
V = {v1, . . . , vN} and E are the sets of N nodes and edges connecting them, respectively,
and A is an N × N adjacency matrix that records the edge weights. The Laplacian matrix L
of A is computed as L = IN − D−1/2 AD−1/2, where IN is the N-order identity matrix and
D = diag(d1, · · · , dN) is the degree matrix composed of the degree di = ∑j Ai,j of node

i. The eigenvectors of L are denoted by
{

xT
l
}N−1

l=0 , and the corresponding eigenvalues are{
λT

l
}N−1

l=0 . They satisfy L = XΛXT , where X is a matrix formed by
{

xT
l
}N−1

l=0 , and Λ is a

diagonal matrix of
{

λT
l
}N−1

l=0 .
In the same way that a sequence was constructed, the midpoints of lixels were consid-

ered as the graph nodes, and the horizontal and vertical differences between the two ends
were used as the features of the graph nodes. To compute the edge weights, a Delaunay
triangulation (DT) was constructed using all nodes. If a DT edge existed between two
nodes, the weight of the edge connecting them was set as the reciprocal of the length of
the DT edge; otherwise, it was 0. Finally, the graph node features matrix, fN×2, and the
adjacency matrix, A, were obtained to serve as inputs to the model. N was also set to 64
to ensure that the node number and features are consistent with the SeqNet method for
better comparison.

A graph-based encoder–decoder (GraphNet) was built to process the constructed
graph. The overall architecture is illustrated in Figure 4. The encoder included one graph
convolution layer with 32 feature maps (i.e., the number of kernels), and the polynomial
order of each kernel was set to 3. It also contained two graph pooling layers. After pooling,
the number of nodes and feature dimensions were set to 32 and 24 and 16 and 8, respectively.
The output of the last layer in the encoder was expanded into a 128-dimensional feature
vector, that is, the shape encoding. Correspondingly, there were two graph upsampling
layers and one graph convolutional layer in the decoder to restore the size of the graph to
be the same as the input.
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The convolutional layer was implemented by a fast and localized graph convolu-
tion operation, which was defined based on the graph Fourier transform [35]. The j-th
output features of the (l + 1)-th layer f [l+1]

j are computed by the layer-by-layer forward
propagation rule:

f (l+1)
j = σ

(
∑Fin

i=1

(
∑K

k=0 θi,jkTk

(
2

λmax
L− IN

)
f (l)i

)
+ b(l)j

)
, (5)

where σ(·) denotes a nonlinear activation function; f (l)i is the i graph of the l layer; Tk(x) is K-
order Chebyshev polynomial, which is recursively computed by Tk(x) = 2xTk−1(x)−Tk−2(x),
with T0(x) = 1 and T1(x) = x; λmax is the largest eigenvalue of L; θi,jk and b(l)j are the
trainable Fin × Fout × K coefficients and 1× Fout bias vector in the l layer, respectively, and
Fin and Fout are the number of graphs of the l and (l + 1) layers, respectively.

The graph convolutional layer uses the Laplacian matrix to map the node features
fn×Fin to fn×Fout . This process updates the graph node features, but it does not change the
size of the graph (i.e., number of graph nodes). To this regard, the DIFFPOOL method [36]
was used to implement the graph pooling and upsampling operations, which helps to
change the graph size and extract hierarchical features. This layer learns a differentiable
assignment matrix S ∈ Rn×m to map the n nodes to the m nodes to obtain node fea-
tures with different granularities. It is implemented through two graph convolutions:
Z(l)

n×q = Convembed

(
A(l)

n×n, f (l)n×q

)
and S(l)

n×m = Convpool

(
A(l)

n×n, f (l)n×q

)
, where Convembed

generates new node features, and Convpool generates the assignment matrix. The adjacency
matrix and node features of the graph in the (l + 1) layer are computed as follows:

f (l+1)
m×q = S(l)

n×m
T × f (l)n×q, (6)

A(l+1)
m×m = S(l)

n×m
T × A(l)

n×n × S(l)
n×m. (7)

This process changes the number and features of the graph nodes. If m is less than
n, it implies that the number of nodes is reduced, which can be understand as a pooling
operation. Conversely, the number of nodes increases, that is, the upsapling operation.

The GraphNet was trained in an unsupervised manner to minimize the differences
between the input and output. Considering the difficulty of optimizing the assignment
matrices in the pooling layer, two constraints were added to the loss function [36]: minimiz-
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ing the difference of the adjacent matrices A for each layer and minimizing the entropy of
the assignment matrices S row by row. The former guarantees the stability of the edges in
the adjacent matrices, and the latter guarantees that the assignment for each node is close
to a one-hot vector to clearly describe the relationship with the next layer. The final loss
function is defined as follows:

Loss = ∑n×p
i=1

√(
fi − f̂i

)2
+ ∑L

l=0

(
‖A(l), S(l) × S(l)T

‖F +
1
n ∑n

i=1 H
(

S(l)
i

))
, (8)

where L is the number of all layers (i.e., six in this study), and ‖·‖F and H(·) denote the
Frobenius norm and entropy function, respectively.

3. Experimental Results and Analysis

The three deep encoder–decoders were implemented using Python in TensorFlow,
and experiments on two datasets were conducted with an environment of Intel(R) Core
(TM) i9-9920X CPU and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080Ti to test their performance for shape
encoding. The following sections describe the experimental datasets, results, and analyses
and provide a discussion.

3.1. Experimental Datasets

An open building shape dataset was used in the experiments [3]. As a typical artificial
geographical feature, buildings are often represented in maps as two-dimensional shapes,
with obvious visual features such as right-angle turns and symmetry. In this dataset,
10 categories of buildings were distinguished according to the forms of English letters, as
shown in Figure 5. Each category contained 501 buildings, with a total of 5010 shapes.
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Because PixelNet, SeqNet, and GraphNet are all unsupervised models, the building
dataset was not divided into training and test sets. All buildings were used to train the three
models to eventually encode a one-dimensional vector for each building. The training batch
size was set to 50, and each model was trained for 50 rounds using the Adam optimizer [37]
with a learning rate of 0.01.

3.2. Experimental Results and Analysis
3.2.1. Quantitative Evaluation

Four shape retrieval metrics were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the shape
encoding quantitatively: the nearest neighbor (NN), first tier (FT), second tier (ST), and
discounted cumulative gain (DCG). All metrics range from 0 to 1, with a higher value
indicating a better performance. For more information on the definitions and computation
of these metrics, refer to the work of Shilane et al. [38].

To calculate FT, ST, and DCG, one shape was randomly selected from each category
as the retrieval object and the others were the shapes to be retrieved. In addition, we
also counted the average cost time of calculating the similarities between each retrieval
object and other shapes to evaluate the retrieval efficiency of the models. For comparison,
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an existing graph-based deep learning model (GAE) proposed by Yan et al. [3] and two
traditional methods, namely, the Fourier shape descriptor (FD) [9] and tangent function
(TF) representation [19], were also implemented. The differences between the GAE and
GraphNet methods are that GAE uses a sequence to represent the shape boundaries, while
GraphNet uses a graph to model the shapes and integrates a pooling operation in the
network. In addition, their input features are different. Table 1 lists the evaluation results
of the shape retrieval on the building datasets.

Table 1. Four quantitative evaluation metrics and cost time for the shape retrieval of the building
dataset using different shape encoding methods.

Method NN FT ST DCG Cost Time (s)

PixelNet 0.989 0.473 0.622 0.883 1.949
SeqNet 0.978 0.503 0.609 0.873 1.991

GraphNet 0.993 0.619 0.694 0.925 1.904
GAE [3] 0.989 0.466 0.591 0.874 1.881
FD [3] 0.968 0.25 0.339 0.777 11.588
TF [3] 0.978 0.31 0.416 0.82 26.483

Several observations were made through the comparison. First, GraphNet outper-
formed PixelNet and SeqNet for all four metrics in the building shape retrieval task.
GraphNet not only considered the connections of non-adjacent nodes through a DT edge
in the graph construction stage but also the spatial proximity between nodes using graph
convolution. These considerations may be beneficial for capturing the contextual char-
acteristics. Second, the overall performance of PixelNet was somewhere between those
of the GraphNet and SeqNet models. This result proves that both the raster-based and
vector-based methods are feasible for shape encoding. The raster-based method is simple
and intuitive, whereas the vector-based method has the advantages of low redundancy,
high precision, and being information intensive. For vector-based methods, the graph
method is abler to mine the topological relationships between non-adjacent nodes than the
sequence method. For this reason, although GraphNet and SeqNet methods have the same
input features, GraphNet has displayed better shape coding capabilities than SeqNet for
the building dataset.

Furthermore, compared with the traditional FD and TF methods, the four deep learn-
ing methods (GraphNet, PixelNet, SeqNet, and GAE methods) performed better. This result
proves the effectiveness of deep learning technologies in extracting the implicit features of
shapes and obtaining valuable encodings. In addition, by comparing the cost time, it was
found that deep learning greatly improved the efficiency of shape retrieval. This is because
the shape similarity measures obtained using the FD and TF methods are highly related to
the starting point of the enclosed boundaries. For a more reliable retrieval, the similarity
between two shapes was computed repeatedly by traversing all nodes in the boundaries as
the starting point. This process incurs considerable computational cost. In contrast, deep
learning provides only one encoding vector for each shape, with a very small computation
when performing matching and retrieval.

3.2.2. Visualization Analysis

To demonstrate the performance of the shape encoding more intuitively, the t-SNE
algorithm [39] was used to reduce the dimension of the shape encodings to two and
visualize them in a plane space, as shown in Figure 6. Under ideal conditions, two shapes
of the same category are more similar, their positions are closer in the space, and the
positions of shapes with different categories are farther apart. Eventually, all building
shape encodings form some independent clusters.
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From the results, the shape encodings produced by the four methods exhibited a
certain aggregation phenomenon. A detailed comparison shows that the shape encodings
produced by the GraphNet and PixelNet methods have a stronger aggregation, whereas the
clusters formed by the same shapes in the SeqNet and GAE results show obvious separation.
Analysis revealed that this phenomenon may be caused by the shape orientation and the
starting point. Although the extracted features in the SeqNet and GAE methods are scalar,
the node features of the input sequences vary greatly with the selection of the starting points.
This leads to a significant difference in the shape encodings. In contrast, the separations of
the shapes with the same category in the results of the GraphNet and PixelNet methods
were mitigated greatly. This occurred because each shape was represented using a unified
raster grid regardless of the choice of starting point in the PixelNet method. In the GraphNet
method, this problem was effectively alleviated by considering the topological relationships
between nodes. These separations resulted in non-negligible errors in the shape similarity
measure, which may explain why the evaluation metrics of the SeqNet and GAE methods
for the shape retrieval task were slightly lower than those of the GraphNet method.

Further, it was observed that there was overlap for some shape encodings in the
GraphNet and PixelNet results. Especially, in the PixelNet result, E-shaped and F-shaped
encodings have an obvious overlap. This phenomenon occurred may be because some
shapes have a certain visual similarity, for example, the E-shape and F-shape were both
rectangle-like and serrated. This overlap also led to errors in the shape similarity measure;
therefore, the evaluation metrics of the PixelNet method for the shape retrieval task were
inferior to those of the GraphNet method. From these two observations, the SeqNet and
GAE methods are able to group shapes with the same starting point and orientation into a
category. However, for the two shapes with different directions, these two methods may
measure their similarity incorrectly. For the PixelNet and GraphNet methods, they are not
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affected by the orientation and starting points of the shapes, but they may not be able to
distinguish some specific shapes sufficiently, especially for the PixelNet method.

3.2.3. Similarity Measurements between Shape Pairs

To explain the above results better, Table 2 lists the shape similarities between some
typical shape pairs obtained using different methods. The similarity between two shapes
was calculated using the Euclidean distance between their encodings. The smaller the
value is, the more similar the two shapes are.

Table 2. Shape similarities between some typical shape pairs using different methods. Red hollow
dots indicate the starting point of the shapes, and small blue arrows indicate the node order.

Shape Pair
Shape Similarity

PixelNet SeqNet GraphNet
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For the first shape pair, the orientations, starting points, and overall shapes were
relatively close, and all three methods could describe their similarities accurately. The
orientations and starting points of the second shape pair were similar, but the shapes were
different and the similarities computed by the three methods were low. The results show
that the three methods can distinguish the shape features well under ideal conditions,
i.e., with consistent orientations and starting points. The third shape pair has the same
starting points and shapes, but the orientations are different, SeqNet performed well,
GraphNet reasonably well, and PixelNet performed the worst. This result indicates that the
orientation affected the performance of PixelNet observably; it also affected GraphNet to a
certain extent but within an acceptable range. The results of the fourth and fifth shape pairs
revealed that the SeqNet method always perform poorly when the starting points were
different, even when the orientations were the same. This means that these methods are still
very sensitive to the order of the points, even though the extracted features are scalar-free.
This problem was significant alleviated in GraphNet. These detailed comparative analysis
results are consistent with the previous quantitative results.

3.3. Discussions on the Coding Dimension

The encoding dimension variable is critical for the encoder–decoder method. There-
fore, a supplemental experiment was conducted to investigate the effects of this parameter
on the performance of the three methods. To achieve a change in dimensions, PixelNet
and GraphNet adjusted the number of convolutional kernels in the last convolutional
layer, and SeqNet adjusted the number of neurons in the hidden layer. Table 3 lists the
evaluation metrics for the encoding performance of the different methods by varying the
coding dimension from 32 to 512.
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Table 3. Quantitative evaluation results with four metrics for the shape retrieval of the building
dataset using the three deep encoder–decoder methods with different encoding dimensions.

Dimension
PixelNet SeqNet GraphNet

NN FT ST DCG NN FT ST DCG NN FT ST DCG

32 0.976 0.427 0.509 0.852 0.97 0.477 0.559 0.872 0.992 0.577 0.659 0.902
64 0.985 0.46 0.544 0.867 0.977 0.49 0.604 0.874 0.991 0.57 0.644 0.907
128 0.989 0.473 0.622 0.883 0.978 0.503 0.609 0.873 0.993 0.619 0.694 0.925
256 0.990 0.487 0.617 0.888 0.977 0.505 0.61 0.876 0.99 0.578 0.647 0.908
512 0.988 0.484 0.614 0.88 0.978 0.5 0.604 0.874 0.991 0.589 0.644 0.904

In theory, when the encoding dimension is higher, the feature representation ability
is stronger. However, the experimental results contradicted this finding. The comparison
revealed that the performance of all three methods first improved but then stabilized
or even decreased as the encoding dimension increased. GraphNet performed the best
when the encoding dimension was 128. For the PixelNet and SeqNet methods, the most
appropriate encoding dimension was 256. This result may be attributable to the lack of
sparsity in training to limit the base vector, resulting in performance degradation due to
over-completeness at higher encoding dimensions.

3.4. Tests with a More Complex Dataset

Because the building shapes used in this study were relatively simple, we tested the
different shape encoding methods on a more complex dataset, the MPEG-7 dataset [40],
to verify and compare the performance further. This database is characterized by a wide
variety of categories. It includes a total of 70 shape categories covering animals, plants, and
supplies. Each category includes 20 shapes, for a total of 1400 shapes. Figure 7 shows some
examples from the dataset.
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For the four deep learning models, all of the shapes in the MPEG-7 dataset were used
to train them, and each shape was encoded as a vector. For each category, one shape was
chosen randomly to retrieve the other shapes. The four quantitative metrics and the cost
time of the retrieval task using different methods are listed in Table 4. The comparison
shows that GraphNet still performed better on all four quantitative metrics compared with
the PixelNet and SeqNet methods, and that the overall results are consistent with those
for the building dataset, indicating that GraphNet also has a certain of advantages for the
similarity measures and retrieval of complex shapes. The four metrics of the GAE method
were still lower than the Graph method, but the gap had narrowed. Careful analysis
revealed that the reason for this result may be that GAE had a simpler network architecture
and received more input features, and therefore it performed more stably on the MPEG-7
dataset with complex categories and fewer shapes. It was also observed that, the metrics of
FT and ST improved on the tests with the MPEG-7 dataset, especially for the FD and TF
methods, which may be related to the reduction in the number of shapes in each category.
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Table 4. Four quantitative evaluation metrics and cost time for the shape retrieval of the MPEG-7
dataset using different shape encoding methods.

Method NN FT ST DCG Cost Time (s)

PixelNet 0.873 0.491 0.55 0.76 0.523
SeqNet 0.861 0.486 0.564 0.749 0.509

GraphNet 0.912 0.532 0.608 0.813 0.511
GAE 0.909 0.517 0.606 0.801 0.539
FD 0.859 0.48 0.533 0.763 18.761
TF 0.862 0.465 0.538 0.735 636.725

In addition, the cost time of the retrieval task for the four deep learning methods was
shortened due to fewer retrieval objects in the dataset. The FD and TF methods, however,
required more time because the shapes were more complex and the number of nodes were
larger. This result further demonstrates the advantages of deep learning methods in terms
of retrieval efficiency.

4. Conclusions

Shape representation and encoding is a foundational problem in cartography and
geosciences. According to three basic modeling methods for shape, three different shape
encoding methods based on deep learning, PixelNet, SeqNet, and GraphNet were con-
structed in this study. PixelNet was built on a raster-based modeling, SeqNet was built on
a sequence-based modeling, and GraphNet was built on a vector-based modeling using a
graph structure. Experimental analysis using two datasets produced the following conclu-
sions: (1) The encoder–decoder methods based on deep learning could effectively compute
the shape features and obtain meaningful encodings to support the shape measurement
and retrieval task. (2) The deep learning methods demonstrated some advantages over
the traditional FD and TF methods on the building dataset; the FT and ST metrics of FD
and TF methods improved significantly on the MPEG-7 dataset. (3) GraphNet performed
better than SeqNet and PixelNet due to its use of a graph to model the topological relations
between nodes and an efficient graph convolution and pooling operation to process the
node features.

Further research would be carried out from the following aspects: (1) The planar shape
encoding problem should be extended to a three-dimensional (3D) shape encoding problem
and the performance of encoder–decoders for encoding 3D objects, including 3D buildings
and 3D points, should be evaluated. (2) For feature extraction of shape nodes, additional
features deserve study to capture the morphology and topological associations between
shape nodes, such as shape context descriptors. (3) In terms of learning architecture, some
emerging learning techniques, such as attentional mechanisms and reinforcement learning,
can be considered to enhance representation capability.
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